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Getting Started
EpicCare Link is a tool that provides real-time web access to patient information so you can access patients'
clinical data and communicate with UnityPoint Health to provide quality patient care. You can also use
EpicCare Link to quickly refer patients to our organization.
EpicCare Link is a collection of different web pages, or activities, that correspond to different tasks. The activity
that you use depends on what you want to accomplish.
This guide takes you on an introductory tour of EpicCare Link. The first pages include information to help you
get started, such as browser requirements and how to log in. The rest of the guide contains explanations of
how to use EpicCare Link. Terms that appear in italics throughout the guide are further defined in the glossary
at the end of the guide.

Help and contact information
For help using an activity, click

on the webpage.

•

If you forget your password or can't log in, call the IT Service Center at 800-681-2060.

•

When calling the IT Service Center, please indicate that you are using EpicCare Link and what you are
doing including a MRN if applies to that your ticket can be directed to the correct team. Also include
name of the user, location and call back telephone number in case there are questions.

Browser, system, and connection requirements

To access EpicCare Link you will need a PC or Macintosh computer, a high-speed or DSL internet connection
(dial-up not recommended) and current browser edition of Internet Explorer or Mozilla Firefox. EpicCare Link
uses industry-standard encryption technology ensuring that only you and our staff have access.

How do I get EpicCare Link?

To request access to EpicCare Link please click on this link
https://unitypoint.service-now.com/u_epiccare_login.do
This will take you to an electronic form where you will need to complete information. Once the reqeust has
been submitted the users will be send a copy of our Security agreement to sign electronically. If this document
is not signed within 3 weeks the request will be closed. Once the security agreement is signed the account
approval and creation process will start.
Once the accounts are done the information will be emailed to the email addresses in the Requested By and
Requested For fields. Please allow 2 weeks after the agreement is signed for the account to be completed.
If you have trouble with the online process please notify our service center at 800-681-2060 and tell them you
are having trouble accessing the EpicCare Link Request process in Service Now.
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How do I log in?

1. Open your web browser and access the following URL: https://carelink.unitypoint.org
2. Enter the user ID and password that you received with your subscription to EpicCare Link and press
Enter.
3. If a Terms and Conditions page appears, read the agreement and click Accept to acknowledge your
agreement with the terms. You are now logged in to EpicCare Link.

How do I log out?

To maintain patient confidentiality, you need to log out or secure your screen when you are done working or
have to leave the computer for any reason. There are two ways to do this:
Click

Log Out to log out of EpicCare Link. The next time you log in, you are directed to your start page.

Secure the computer by clicking
Secure. When you log back in, you return to the same activity that you
were using before you secured the screen. This way, you don't need to navigate back to the page on which
you were previously working.

Remove or Terminate Access for a User

When an employee leaves your facility or has changed roles, their access to EpicCare Link must be
terminated. To remove access, a Service Desk ticket will need to be created.
1.

Call the Service Desk (800) 681-2060

2. Ask the technician to create a ticket for EpicCare Link
3. Give the technician the employee’s name, Log In ID for them to terminate access.

Navigating in EpicCare Link

When you log in to EpicCare Link, two sets of navigation tools appear at the top of the page.
Action Options: Use these buttons, located on the top right of the screen, to perform basic tasks, such as
selecting a patient or logging out.
Navigation Tabs: Use these tabs to open different activities in EpicCare Link.
Most activities are located on the Clinicals tab. When you select Clinicals, a menu appears on the left side of
the screen. Open activities from this menu by following these steps:
1. Click a menu name, such as Clinical Review, if it's not already expanded. The menu expands and
activity options appear below.
2. Click the name of an activity option, such as Chart Review, to open the activity.
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Below is a map of the main areas on the screen, with the Clinicals tab selected and the Chart Review activity
open.
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Accessing the Patient Chart
There are two ways to access a patient's chart: by selecting the patient from a list of your current patients or by
searching for your patient based on name, date of birth, or other criteria. Both methods are described below.

Select your patient's chart from a list of current patients
If you have access to only a few patients, quickly select your patient from a list instead of searching for him.
You can access your patient list from the Pt Lists activity or the Patient Search activity.

1. Select the Pt Lists tab. Use the tabs at the top of the activity to select the patient list you want to view.
•

If you have access to many patients, your patients might appear on more than one page. Use the
alphabetical search index at the top of the page to find patients by clicking the first letter of the
patient's last name.

2. Click a patient's name to open his chart.
3. To view a list of currently admitted patients, go to Pt Lists and select the tab for EpicCare Link
Admitted Patients. For patients to appear on this list, you must have a provider relationship of PCP,
attending, admitting, or treatment team on the admission.
•

You can filter the results by provider-patient relationship and see the patients for one provider at a
time by selecting a provider from the Show patients for list.

4. Select a patient's name to view additional patient-specific information in the report pane at the bottom
of the page.
5. If you view a report frequently, click the
button to add a button for the report to the toolbar.
From that page, you can also remove a button for a report on the toolbar, rearrange the order of
buttons, and edit the display name for reports.
6. Click the

button to open a patient's chart.

To see only the patients for whom you are the PCP, select your name in the Patient's
PCP is field.
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Search for a patient's record based on name or MRN

If you know specific information about a patient, such as his name, you can use the Patient Search activity to
enter that information and then select the appropriate patient from the list of possible matches.
1. Click

Patient. The Patient Search activity opens.

2. Enter the patient's MRN.
3. Press Enter or select the patient's name from the drop-down list of potential patient matches.
4. In the Search Results window, click the name of the patient whose chart you want to open.

In two clicks, you can quickly open a patient chart that you recently had open.
In the Search My Patients section of the Patient Search activity, select the
Recent tab and then click the name of the patient.

What if I can't find a patient?

If you don't find a patient using the methods above, you might not have been granted access to her chart yet,
or she might not have a record in the system. Use the Search All Patients section of the Patient Search activity
when you need to gain immediate access to a patient's chart for the first time, such as in the case of an
emergency. Note that you must enter the patient's first and last name when using this method.
1. If your initial search returns no results, click Search All Patients from the Search Results window.
2. Enter in the patient name and MRN of the patient and then click

Search.

3. If you do not have the MRN, enter the Patient Name, Sex and either the Date of Birth or the last four
numbers of the SSN. Then click
Search.
4. Select the patient record you want to open and select the reason you need access to the patient's chart
in the Reason for access field. Click Accept.
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Monitoring Your Patients
Event Monitor allows you to monitor events that occur in your patients' care, such as inpatient admissions or
discharges, completion of outpatient visits, or new lab results. You can view these events on the Welcome
page in the Event Dashboard or in your In Basket.

Target your event notifications

To focus on the medical events that matter most to you, use event and relationship filters in Event Monitor.
With these tools, you can tailor which types of events you're notified of and for which patients. For example,
you can choose to be notified of only the events associated with you or certain providers in your group. You're
associated with an event if you're the attending provider, admitting provider, referring provider, a treatment
team member, a care team member, or the patient's PCP.
1. Access the Event Settings page by following the path Utils > Event Settings.
2. Choose which types of events you'll receive notifications for by selecting the check boxes in the Event
Filter section. To receive notifications for all the available event types, select the Events I Will Receive
check box.
3. Choose which events you'll receive notifications for by selecting one of the options in the Relationship
Filtering section:
a. Any patients seen by my group.
This option includes events for any
patient that you have access to.
b. Only events associated with a
provider or department in my
group (recommended). This option
includes only events associated with
the providers and departments in
your provider group. For example, if
a patient you have access to is
admitted to the hospital, but none of
the providers in your group is
associated with the admission, you
would not receive a notification.
c. Only events associated with me.
This option includes only events
associated with you.
d. Only events associated with
certain providers or departments.
This option includes only events
associated with the providers or
departments you select.
e. Note: You will not be notified of
sensitive events.
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View a patient's recent events

Select the Home tab. The Event Dashboard appears on the right side of the page, showing recent events for
your patients.
If necessary, you can view more information about events by clicking the name of the patient in the Patient
column. This takes you to In Basket, where you can view additional information about the event and mark it as
Done if you are finished reviewing it.

For more information on In Basket, refer to p. 18.

Open a patient's chart from an event message

Select the In Basket message for the patient's event and click Select Patient to access the patient chart.
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Reviewing the Patient Chart
Review the patient's chart

1. Open the patient's chart and click Snapshot. This is an overview of your patient that includes allergies
and medications. Reports are available such as the Common Care Plan.

2. Click Chart Review and select a tab. For example, to view information about the patient's visits, select
the Encounters tab. To view the Notes written or Labs, select the appropriate tab.
3. To view more detail, such as a specific patient visit or note, click the date link that appears in the row.
The Report Viewer page opens.
To view details on several rows at once, click the check boxes in those rows and then
click
Start Review.

View FYI Flags

Once you find your patient and open their chart, go to the Snapshot > Index Report. The flags will be at the
top of the report.
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Search in Patient’s Charts More Quickly

Use the Search Chart field in the Chart Review activity to quickly find information in a patient's chart. For
example, you can enter CBC to find related lab results, notes, and procedures.

Print from the Patient Chart
1.

Open the patient's chart and click Chart Review.

2. Select a tab. For example, to print a lab result or note about the patient's visits, select the appropriate
tab.
3.

Open the report by clicking on the date link of the report.

4. Click the printer icon in the upper right corner.

Find information quickly in the patient's chart

For patients with large charts, it can be helpful to narrow down the list of visits, labs, medications, or other
information in Chart Review. For example, on the Encounters tab, you can filter the list so you see only the
visits associated with certain providers.
1. In Chart Review, select a tab.
2. Click

Filters. The Filters page opens.

3. Select a filter type and then select check boxes next to the values that you want to see. For example,
select Encounter Type and then select the Billing Encounter filter.
4. Click

Apply. The results of your search appear.
To remove the
search criteria and
begin a new search,
click
Clear All.
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View data in graph or table format

Use flowsheets in Chart Review to see how patient data such as vital signs or lab values have changed over
time.
1. In Chart Review, select the data you want to view. For example, select specific visits or lab tests.
2. Select the type of flowsheet that you want to create.
Click
Encounter Flowsheets to graph data such as vital signs or medications. Then select a specific
flowsheet, such as Diabetes - Brief.
Click

Lab Flowsheets to graph lab result data.

3. Click and drag to select the table cells that contain data that you want to graph.
4. Click
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Line Graph or

Bar Graph to create a graph of the selected data.

View a patient's lab results

In addition to lab flowsheets in Chart Review, you can view patient lab results over time in Results Review.
1. Select the Clinicals tab and click Clinical Review > Results Review. The Date Range Wizard
appears.
2. Select the date range for the results data you want to see and click
appear.

Accept. The patient's results

3. To view a specific result component type, such as Hematology, or a specific result component, such as
Hemoglobin, expand the tree on the left side of the page. Select the name of the component or
component type that you want to view. Only those results appear in the table.
4. To view more columns of results, click Load More. To view all columns of a patient's results for the
time range that you selected, click
Load All.

Time mark results so the next time you view the patient's results, you can easily
distinguish any new results from those that you have already seen. Click
Time Mark to
do so.

Customize the way results appear
1. In Results Review, click

Options.

2. To make the most recent results appear from left to right by default, select the Trend Dates in reverse
chronological order check box.
3. Set your other default preferences, such as the default number of columns to show, using the other
options.
4. Click

Save.
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View a patient's allergies

Select the Clinicals tab and click Clinical Review > Allergies.
You can check for procedure-allergy interactions at any time by clicking View Procedure-Allergy Interactions
in the Allergies activity.

For more information about an allergy, select the allergy and click

View History.

View a list of the patient's current medical problems
Select the Clinicals tab and click Clinical Review > Problem List.

For more information about a problem, click the View Report link.
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View a patient's current medications
Select the Clinicals tab and click Clinical Review > Medications.

View a patient's history

Select the Clinicals tab and click Clinical Review > Histories. A report appears with information about the
patient's medical, surgical, family, and social history. Social history includes topics like tobacco use and sexual
activity.

For a high-level summary of the current patient's chart, select SnapShot from the Clinical
Review menu.
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View a patient's demographics

Select the Clinicals tab and click Patient Profile > Demographics. A report appears with demographic
information like the patient's address, PCP, POA, emergency contacts, and more.

View a patient's coverage information

To view information about the patient's eligibility for health plans, coverages, service areas, networks, and
more, select the Clinicals tab and click Patient Profile > Coverages & Benefits. You can expand and
collapse the sections in the Services section and use the Jump to search bar to find specific services.

You can also see details about a particular coverage on the Benefits Summary page to:
•
•
•
•
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Determine whether a particular service is covered in or out of network.
Determine whether a coverage is active.
Determine whether benefits for a particular service are metered and what the limits are for each
level of benefits.
Determine what the patient portion will be for a particular service.

Display a complete summary of benefits.
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In Basket: Viewing Messages
As you interact with other clinicians and staff members, it is important to have a streamlined
system of communication. In Basket is a quick and easy way to communicate with your
colleagues. From here, you can view and sort messages, search for messages based on a
number of criteria, and respond to your messages.
Select the In Basket tab to access your messages. Folders that group types of messages
appear in the left pane. For example, you might see CC'd Charts or Results folders. If you
have new messages, the folder title appears in bold, and the number of new messages appears
in parentheses next to the folder name. If you have a new high-priority message, the folder
appears with a red arrow.

View a message

1. Select the folder for the type of message you want to view (for example, Results). The
messages in that folder appear in a list in to the right.
2. Select a message to read its contents in the bottom pane.
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Search for a message
1. Click

Search in the toolbar.

2. Enter as many search criteria as you want. You can search by patient, message type,
status, recipient, priority, date, or any combination of these.
3. Click

Search. Your search results appear.

4. To return to your normal In Basket view, click My In Basket at the bottom of the left
pane.

In Basket Folders and how to use them

Folder Name

What is in this folder?

Steps to complete workflow

ED Notifications

Event Monitor information of ED
Encounters.

Highlight the patient.

Inpatient
Notifications

Event Monitor information of Admission
or Discharge to Inpatient

Outpatient
Notifications

Event Monitor information of Outpatient
encounters

Result Notifications

Event Monitor information for Lab
results

Staff Message

Messages between community
providers meant for non-patient-related
information. Ths information is not
saved as a part of the patient’s record.

Last Publication Date: September 28, 2018

Review the information in the report below.
When through, click Done in the tool bar.

Reply, forward, or take other action on the
message. When you are finished, click the
Done button to remove the message.

EpicCare Link Glossary
Activity

Any web page that corresponds to a specific task, such as selecting a patient, reviewing a
patient's results, or creating a referral. There are several different activities in EpicCare Link,
and the activities that you use depend on the tasks that you want to complete. Each activity has
a name in EpicCare Link, such as Results Review, that helps you determine the activity's
purpose.

Encounter

One visit with a provider. This might include a visit type such as an inpatient stay, an office visit,
or a telephone call from a patient. Encounters appear in Chart Review. When you view an
encounter, you can see all of the information associated with that specific visit, including the
patient's vital signs, progress notes, procedures and medications ordered during the visit, and
more. Encounters are classified by date, type, and provider.

Event

A clinically relevant business event that occurs for a patient. Events are recorded in the system
at several points in a patient flow. For example, events are triggered when a patient schedules
an appointment, is admitted to the hospital, cancels an appointment, has new results, etc. The
urgency of events can vary. For example, a scheduled appointment for a physical might not be
as urgent as an admission to the hospital.

Field

Any place in EpicCare Link where you can enter information. Each field has a prompt to indicate
the type of information you should enter, such as Name or MRN.

Search All Patients

A tool that you can use to open the record for a patient with whom you do not have an
established relationship. This tool might be useful in case of emergencies or at other times
when you might need to access a patient's record before you've been granted access. From the
Search All Patients section of the Patient Search activity, you are prompted to enter specific
pieces of information about the patient before you can gain access to the record.

Link

Text that you can click to access a different web page. Links appear in several places in
EpicCare Link. When your mouse pointer moves over a link, the pointer typically changes to a
hand icon and the text of the link becomes underlined.

Provider

Any person involved in patient care, such as a nurse, the patient's primary care physician, or a
referring provider. Patient information in EpicCare Link is often associated with a specific
20

provider. For example, procedure orders are associated with the provider who wrote the orders.
Similarly, when you create a referral, you can enter a referred by and referred to provider.

Recommended field

Information that is suggested but not required.
appears next to recommended fields. You can
continue to save or submit information if you do not complete recommended fields.

Required field

Information that you are required to enter.
appears next to required fields. You cannot save
or submit a form until you complete all required fields.

Time mark

Click
Time Mark in the Results Review activity to indicate that you have seen the patient's
new results. When you do so, the results are no longer considered new to you. The next time
you access Results Review for the patient and select the New Results View from the View
menu, only the results that have been entered since you clicked
Time Mark appear. New
results appear in italic font, and all other results that you indicated that you've seen appear in
normal font.
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